Significance of the extra C-terminal tail of CaLP, a novel calmodulin-like protein involved in oyster calcium metabolism.
Oyster (Pinctada fucata) calmodulin-like protein (CaLP), containing a C-terminally extra hydrophilic tail (150D-161K), is a novel protein involved in the regulation of oyster calcium metabolism. To investigate the importance of the extra fragment to the Ca(2+)/Mg(2+)-dependent conformational changes in the intact CaLP molecule and the interactions between CaLP and its target proteins, a truncated CaLP mutant (M-CaLP) devoid of the extended C-terminus was constructed and overexpressed in Escherichia coli. The conformational characteristics of M-CaLP were studied by CD and fluorescence spectroscopy and compared with those of the oyster CaM and CaLP. The far-UV CD results reveal that the extra tail has a strong effect on the Ca(2+)-induced, but a relatively weak effect on the Mg(2+)-induced conformational changes in CaLP. However, upon Ca2+ or Mg2+ binding, only slight changes for intrinsic phenylalanine and tyrosine fluorescence spectra between M-CaLP and CaLP are observed. Our results also indicate that the extra tail can significantly decrease the exposure of the hydrophobic patches in CaLP. Additionally, affinity chromatography demonstrates that the target binding of CaLP is greatly influenced by its additional tail. All our results implicate that the extra tail may play some important roles in the interactions between CaLP and its targets in vivo.